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ABSTRACT

This study sought to reveal the ideological structure shaping representations of communication
theory in contemporary communication theory textbooks. The characteristics of five communication theory
textbooks, including such areas as theory inclusion, theory constitution, and theory presentation, as well as
disciplinary issues, the concept of theory building, and the role of theory in education, informed an existing

ideology. The conclusions found that communication theory textbook authors share an ideological
commitment to (1) diversity, (2) pluralism, (3) construction, and (4) cultivation.
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Advancing Pedagogical Content Knowledge in Communication:
A Critical Inquiry into the Ideology of Communication Theory Textbooks
In his Presidential Address to the American Educational Research Association, Shulman (1986)

spoke of the need for research regarding the content knowledge of teachers. After recounting the information
that teachers' of old had to know and understand, he identified and described three categories of content
knowledge necessary in teaching students of today (subject matter content knowledge, pedagogical content

knowledge, and curricular knowledge). Although each category is significant in its own respect, the one
most essential at the current time is that of pedagogical content knowledge. Shulman offered the following
description of what pedagogical content knowledge entails.

Within the category of pedagogical content knowledge I include, for the most regularly taught topics

in one's subject area, the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful

analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations, and demonstrationsin a word, the ways of
representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others. (Shulman, 1986, p.
9)

The Purpose of the Inquiry
The purpose of this study was to develop a framework for examining the pedagogical content

knowledge of the communication discipline. That framework utilized implications of the claim that it is
impossible for representations to be ideologically neutral (Giroux, 1988; Lannamann, 1991) and sought to
expose the ideological structure shaping representations of communication theory in contemporary
communication theory textbooks.

Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Lacking in Communication
Book (1989) claims that research pertaining to pedagogical content knowledge, which essentially
looks at methods of representing what is known about a subject to students, is severely lacking in the

communication discipline. Specifically, Book maintains that the pedagogical content knowledge of the
discipline needs to be improved "so that students obtain accurate understandings of communication" (p.

315). She was prompted to acknowledge this deficiency after finding that educators in others fields such as
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math, science, and English had explored their pedagogical content knowledge while the communication
discipline had not.

This investigative shortcoming allowed Book to raise questions and make suggestions in regards to

the current status of communication education. She questioned a melange of topics beginning with the
accuracy of textbooks, to communication educators' seemingly callous attitudes toward public speaking, to

the selection of insignificant topics for classroom discussion. This in turn prompted her suggestion for a
"need to examine the ways in which we stimulate students to think about the discipline of communication by

the ways in which we implicitly or explicitly represent the discipline to them (p. 319).
In essence, Book believes that because students are highly impressionistic when presented with
knowledge for the first time, communication instructors must be more aware of what they present and how

they present it. This not only includes the content of discussions and lectures, but also materials used in class
(e.g., textbooks, journal articles, case studies, etc.), all of which should be examined for reoccurring and
distinguishable representations, characteristics, and features. Presumably a closer examination of these
materials, particularly exposing the ideology of textbooks frequently used in the instruction of
comnnmication classes, will yield information pertinent to the pedagogical content knowledge lacking in the
discipline.

The Ideological Structure of Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Seeing a textbook or a set of textbooks as a way or ways of representing a subject (i.e., the discipline,
the phenomena, theory, and theories) to students connects to pedagogical content knowledge, and

pedagogical content knowledge is further connected to ideology. This is the case because no representations
are ideologically neutral (Giroux, 1988; Lannamann, 1991). For as a way of representing the subject, a
textbook and its representations are informed by the author's ideological commitments or beliefs and values
about what is being represented, to whom these representations are addressed, and the purposes for these
representations.

The work of Parks (1982) and Lannamann (1991) offer two examples of how a subject (i.e.,

interpersonal communication research) can be informed by an existing ideology. Parks (1982) described
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how research in interpersonal communication displayed an "ideology of intimacy." Specifically, he found
that then current literature on interpersonal communication primarily focused on the beliefs about the
relationship between intimacy, openness, etc. and their relation to mental and physical health.
Lannamann (1991) identified four ideological tendencies representative of empirically based

interpersonal communication research. These ideological inclinations included individualism and
cognitivism, subjectivism, subjective intentionality, and ahistoricism. Thus, Lannamann found that "the
great majority of mainstream interpersonal research studies are based on an individual unit of observation,
subjective and often imaginary responses to hypothetical scenarios, and explanatory models that highlight
intentionality but not the complexities of larger cultural and historical systems" (p. 187). ,
Lannamann also set forth a thorough discussion of the relationship between epistemology and

ideology. Of significant importance was his mention of Gregory Bateson's remark that one "cannot claim to
have no epistemology" (as cited in Lannamann, 1991). Bateson's statement led Lannamann, who believes
that ideology "subsumes" epistemology (meaning that ideology is the foundation upon which intellectual
discussions are built), to the realization that if one cannot not have an epistemology, one also cannot not have

an ideology. In summation, Lannamann thinks that one's epistemology is shaped by a presupposed ideology.
That is, one's knowledge incorporates preconceived beliefs and values, which are ultimately molded into
convictions thereby forming a philosophy.

Because it is impossible for theory and research to be ideologically neutral; one should find

ideological tendencies in all areas of the discipline, not just interpersonal communication research. That is
why the goal of this study was to examine the content of communication theory textbooks, so that the
textbooks ideological inclinations were also exposed.

Sprague (1990) offered a form of reasoning and/or motivation behind the way or ways of
representing the discipline and phenomena of communication to students. Her four goals of education,
which included "transmitting cultural knowledge," "developing students' intellectual skills," "developing
students' career skills," and "reshaping the values of society," characterize viable purposes for representing a
subject (i.e., communication) to students.
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Both Parks (1982) and Lannamann (1991) described how interpersonal communication research is
represented as well as influenced by the beliefs and values of other research and researchers, while Sprague

(1990) offered possible intentions for the representation of a subject. As a result, it is easy to see why the
pedagogical content knowledge of the discipline needs to be improved. Not just because "accurate"
representations and understandings of communication are needed, but because it is necessary to know about
what is being represented, to whom these representations are addressed, and the purposes for these
representations.

The Function of Ideology
Because the goal of this inquiry was to expose the ideology that communication theory textbooks
display both expliOitly and implicitly to the student, elucidating ideology is imperative. As it was used in this

study, ideology was defmed as a conventional set of beliefs and values that structure the wav knowledge of
the discipline and phenomena of communication are represented to students. Thus, ideology was a device
utilized in the examination and understanding of how the beliefs and values of communication theory
textbook authors influenced pedagogical content knowledge.
In essence, it was assumed that textbooks, particularly ones used in the teaching of communication
theory, contained sets of beliefs and values that were implicitly accepted and utilized without question by

both students and teachers. It is important to note however, that ideology was not being unquestioned by
textbook authors because of negligence or ignorance, but instead because of its unconscious existence.
Factors Influencing the Nature of Communication Theory
Over the past twenty-five years the communication discipline has engaged in several metatheoretical

debates that have affected what communication theory should be and how it should be represented. Thus,
each of the perspectives discussed in this section reflect an ideological position informed by a particular set
of beliefs and values.

An early metatheoretical discussion influencing the nature of communication theory is often referred

to as the laws/rules/systems trichotomy. This debate, which stemmed from Kuhn's (1970) belief that a
universal model is indicative of disciplinary maturity, focused on the formation of a universal perspective
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from which all scholars should study human communication (Berger, 1977; Cushman, 1977; Hawes, 1977;
Monge, 1977).

More specifically, for Berger (1977) the study of communication must be guided by a perspective
using covering laws. In contrast, Monge (1977) promoted a perspective implementing systems theory which
included four divisions: open, closed, cybernetic, and structural-functional. Finally, for Cushman (1977)
human communication should be studied using a rules perspective.

In essence, for Berger, Monge, and Cushman communication inquiry is characterized in a monistic,
one paradigm fits all fashion. Although each of these scholars present different paradigms consisting of
different beliefs and values (i.e., ideology), they do ascribe to a metatheoretical perspective having a narrow
focus (i.e., monism).

On the other side of this metatheoretical debate are scholars who do not give credence to one

particular paradigm. In fact, for "social constructionists" such as Bochner (1985) and Pearce (1989), one
paradigm is not better than another nor is one right or wrong. Thus, these scholars ascribe to the "pragmatist
view" in which one selects a paradigm because of its practicality rather than its accuracy. In opposition to
Berger, Monge, and Cushman, Bochner and Pearce believe that human communication should be

characterized from a pluralistic standpoint. Therefore, they believe that one's metatheoretical choices should
be focused openly (i.e., pluralism).

Another discussion influencing the nature of communication theory was the 1983 "Ferment in the

Field" issue of the Journal of Communication. The articles found in that special issue discussed the status of
scholarship of the discipline. The authors of those articles declared communication studies to be a
fragmented discipline in which some scholars ascribe to behavioral science, while others associate
themselves with an interpretive-humanistic perspective. Thus, there are those communication scholars who
believe that a communication theory is an actual communication theory when it has a behavioral foundation

and those who believe that a communication theory is an actual communication theory when it is
interpretive.
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In 1993 the editors of the Journal of Communication decided that it was time to examine the field

again. Although the authors of the articles changed, the results were similar to those in 1983. Once again,
the authors of the included articles deemed communication scholarship as divided as it was a decade earlier.
Another disciplinary dispute influencing the nature of communication theory stems for the question

"why are there so few communication theories?" (Berger, 1991). The debate began with Berger (1991)
enumerating his beliefs about the communication theory.deficiency. Berger's response to the question led to
rebuttals by Burleson (1992), Redding (1992), Proctor (1992), and Purcell (1992). Burleson (1992) contends
that theory constructed by members of the discipline is not lacking, it is lacking in content regarding human

communication. In order to justify that belief, Burleson briefly examined the content of current
communication theory textbooks, and maintained that those textbooks are not about communication "per se,"

they are about communication and any given event (e.g., relationship development, relationship
disintegration). Therefore, Burleson believes that communication researchers should not "assume"
communication, they should instead "problematize" it.
For the most part, Redding (1992) sided with the opinions set forth by Berger. However, Redding's
position is also influenced by his interest in organizational communication. On the other hand, Purcell
(1992) and Proctor (1992) have entirely different views about the constitution of communication theory.

Purcell (1992) contended that communication theory should not only include the predominantly social
scientific research of the twentieth century, but also humanistically based Metorical theory dating back to
around the fifth century B.C.
Meanwhile, Proctor (1992) elaborated on the importance of communication scholars as

"practitioners." He maintained that if communication educators spent more time theorizing about what they
practice, and taught his or her own students to do the same, the discipline would be less deficient
theoretically.
The Goal of the Inquiry
Once again, this study sought to expose the ideological structure shaping representations of
communication theory in contemporary communication theory textbooks. More broadly, the exposition of
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such an ideological structure helps to improve the communication discipline's pedagogical content
knowledge and offers insight on implications of the claim that it is impossible for representations to be
ideologically neutral (Giroux, 1988; Lannamann, 1991).

This ideological analysis is presumed to be advantageous to many groups. For example, to
communication scholars this study has the potential to improve the discipline's pedagogical content
knowledge. In regards to communication educators, this inquiry puts forward possible insight in reference to
the selection that one makes regarding communication theory textbooks to be used in the classroom. Finally,
for students of communication this investigation offers understanding about the nature of textbooks in
general and communication theory in particular.

Research questions which guided this examination of the ideology of communication theory
textbooks were:

RQ1: How do communication theory textbook authors represent communication phenomena and the
communication discipline as well as influence the way communication theory is representedto
students?

RQ2: How do communication theory textbook authors portray: (a) educational goals (e.g., transmit

knowledge, enhance students' career skills, enhance students' intellectual skills, reshape the values
of society (Sprague, 1990)) and (b) the educational process itself (i.e., the work of students in class)?
RQ3: Who is the primary audience of contemporary communication theory textbooks (i.e., students,
professors, theorists, textbook authors)?
Method

A variation of Glaser and Strauss' (1967) grounded theory was used to expose the ideology of
communication theory textbooks. More specifically, grounded theory was adapted to the goals of critical
theory (i.e., criticism and social change), so that through reflection, knowledge was produced (Bochner,
1985). As Creswell (1994) explained, the goal of such an inquiry "is not to be constrained by a theory" (p.
95), but to instead, view evidence "as emerging in design" (p. 95).

The method for this ideological analysis was fourfold; it included (1) selecting textbooks, (2)
interrogating textbooks, (3) coding textbooks, and (4) developing tendencies.
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Selecting the textbooks. The data for this study were five communication theory textbooks

recommended by instructors who have taught the course'. Each of these textbooks were in print and
available from major publishers.

Interrogating the textbooks. By keeping in mind the issues and concerns addressed in the review of
literature, questions were devised in order to interrogate each textbook. Thus, dealt with as informants, each

textbook was 'asked' questions about the theories presented and described. Questions applied to each
textbook included: (1) what communication theories are included? (2) what constitutes a communication
theory, or what makes a theory a communication theory? (3) how are theories of communication presented?
(5) how is theory construction presented? (6) how is communication theory used in education?
Coding the data. The coding of the communication theory textbooks began with the first question by
constructing a chart to identify the theories included in the respective textbooks2. Next, each of the theories
charted were then coded for frequency. Therefore, theories found in all five textbooks interrogated were
grouped, theories found in four textbooks were grouped, and so on (see Figures 1 through 5 for theory
groupings).

Textbook authors including more or less of the theories found in four or more of the textbooks were
also identified. This was viewed as an important side note in conjunction with the vast differences found in
theory inclusion.
The notation of the disciplinary affiliation (e.g., communication scholar, psychologist, sociologist,
etc.) of the theorists responsible for developing the theories found in five and four of the communication

theory textbooks (see Figure 6) was necessary to answer the second question. This was essential in order to
investigate possible fit into Berger's (1991) criteria for a communication theory (i.e., that it is developed by
someone in the communication discipline).

Also in regards to theory constitution, theories found in four or more of the textbooks were labeled
as either Communication Topic/Problem (general theory) or Communication Context (contextual theory)

because of the emergent tendency of the labeling (general or contextual) to fit Burleson's (1992) idea of
"assuming" and "problematizing."
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In order to answer the third question, which dealt specifically with the presentation of
communication theories, each textbook was examined to determine how theory was displayed and/or

organized (e.g., did the textbooks dedicate a single theory per chapter or were several theories presented, did
textbook authors present theory as process .or product, etc.).

The representation of the communication discipline was the focus of the fourth question. As a result,
all textbooks incorporating information about the discipline were outlined so that what was included in each

text could be more attainable. Specific information pertaining to the communication discipline included the

presentation of metatheoretical issues. Thus, each textbook was examined for: (a) inclusion or exclusion of
metatheoretical issues, (b) terminology used to describe the issues, (c) how thoroughly each was discussed,
(d) who was discussed in relation to the issues.

Each textbook was inspected for its inclusion or exclusion of communication research methodology
in order to answer the fifth question. In those textbooks that included research, particular emphasis was
placed on where it was located, and how and what was discussed.

The final question was addressed when textbooks were examined for the presence of Sprague's
(1990) four educational goals (e.g., transmit cultural knowledge, enhance students' career skills, enhance

students' intellectual skills, reshape societal values). Prefaces, authors' notes, discussion questions, and
further reading examples were the primary sources of information for answers pertaining to the four
educational goals

Developing the tendencies. The four ideological tendencies which emerged from this study were
produced through reflection. After organizing, reporting, and contemplating the answers to the interrogation
questions, statements were constructed which described how communication theory was represented in the
textbooks. For example, the statements depicted communication theory as being fragmented, an individual
accomplishment, multiperspectival, etc. Ultimately, it was from those statements that the ideological
structure shaping representations of communication theory in contemporary communication theory textbooks
emerged.
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Results

This study sought to expose the ideological structure shaping representations of communication

theory in contemporary communication theory textbooks. It was expected that such an exposition would
improve the communication discipline's pedagogical content knowledge and offer insight on implications of
the claim that it is impossible for representations to be ideologically neutral (Giroux, 1988; Lannamann,
1991). Characteristics of the artifacts which informed the ideology of communication theory textbooks
pertains to the following areas: theory inclusion, theory constitution, theory presentation, the nature of the
discipline, theory building, and the role of theory in education.
Theory Inclusion

After grouping and categorizing the theories found in the five communication theory textbooks, a
total of 216 "communication theories" were identified3. Of the 216 "communication theories," only 7 were
included in all five communication theory textbooks. The remaining theories were grouped and categorized
as follows: 11 theories were common to four textbooks, 17 were common to three textbooks, 46 were
common to two textbooks, and 135 theories were included in only one of the textbooks.

Arranging the theories into common groups presented a notable trend. That is, not one
communication theory textbook author included all 18 of the theories contained in at least four of the

textbooks. Griffin (1997), Infante et al. (1997), and Littlejohn (1996), however, had 17 of the 18 theories
found in at least four of the communication theory textbooks. The numbers declined as Trenholm's (1991)
textbook contained 16 of the theories found in at least four of the communication theory textbooks, while
Stacks et al. (1991) had only 12.
Based on the examination of textbooks often used to teach the course, there was little consensus on

how communication theory, a frequently taught topic in the communication discipline, should be represented

to students. If the topic displayed any genuine unity (i.e., having 216 theories common to all five textbooks
instead of seven) the representations would seem to be more congruous in nature.
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Theory Constitution

This section pertained to the issue of what makes a theory a communication theory. Berger's (1991)
criterion for constitution as a communication theory was that someone in the communication discipline

develop it. After recording the disciplinary affiliations of the theorists associated with the 18 theories
common to four or more textbooks, the fmdings indicated that less than half of the "communication theories"
were not developed by communication scholars. Of the 18 theories, only eight were developed by
communication scholars, while the other ten were developed by psychologists, sociologists, linguists, and

engineers. Therefore, Berger's standard that "communication theories" be constructed exclusively by
members of the communication discipline seemed to be in need of advancement.

Also, after scrutinizing the contents of these five communication theory textbooks, there was
evidence to support Burleson's (1992) belief that most of the theories covered in these textbooks "assume"
rather than "problematize" communication. Generally, over half of the content in each of the textbooks dealt
with communication in a particular setting. Thus, as Burleson (1992) maintained, "there are few theoretical
treatments of human communication available because scholars have focused their efforts on the content and
uses to which humans put communication rather than on communication per se" (p. 81). In other words,
communication textbook authors tended to focus more on contextualizing or "assuming" communication as
opposed to concentrating on "problematizing" or investigating "the fundamental nature of human
communication" (Burleson, 1992, p. 80).

Also recalled was Purcell's (1992) belief that the discipline should stress ihetorical theory. Two of
the communication theory textbooks examined in this study (Infante et al., 1997; Stacks et al., 1991)

included lengthy examinations about some of the discipline's earliest theorists. In addition, all textbooks,
with the exception of Littlejohn (1996), offered a thorough discussion of Aristotle's significant contributions
to the discipline.
Theory Presentation

Even though there was little agreement among textbook authors as to which theories of
communication should be included in a textbook, there was accordance regarding howibey should be

14
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presented in a text. The following divisions: general/contextual, process/product, and
individual/conversational were representative of the ways in which theories were presented.
General/Contextual
All of the textbooks examined divided the theories, some more explicitly than others, into the

categories of general and contextual. General theories of communication often consisted of broad topics
such as messages, signs, language, and discourse. While on the other hand, contextual theories of
communication frequently pertained to communication in specific situations (e.g., relationships, groupdecision making, organizations, media, etc.).
According to Trenholm (1991), the theories referred to as general were labeled so "because they

describe processes common to all instances of communication" (p. xiv). Littlejohn (1996) stated that general
theory is "core communication theory" because it "focus(es) on general concepts and processes common to

all communication" (p. 19). This statement can be related to Trenhohn's agreement with Ernest Bormann's
(1980) assessment that focusing on the elemental pieces of the communication process is vitally important
because it does indeed lead to the formation of larger, more in-depth (i.e., specific) theories that are also an
important part of the field.
Finally, the general/contextual theory label was used in the layout and design of textbooks. Because

communication is such an immense topic encompassing several disciplines, textbook authors found it useful

to present theory with divisional or sectional boundaries. The most common division among communication
theory textbooks was Topic-Problem-Approach (i.e., general theory) and Contexts-Themes (i.e., contextual

or specific theory). In essence, the layout and design of textbooks revealed authors' beliefs about the
complex nature of human communication (i.e., how basic communicative acts directly relate to specific
communication situations and vice versa).

Process/Product
Communication theory textbook authors characteristically presented theory as either process or

product. Theory as process pertained to both theoretical derivation and development, while theory as product
depicted theory as an end result not to be fiirther explored.

15
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Even though textbook authors intended to present their textbooks as examples of theory construction,

they did not present theory as a process. In most instances, with the exception of Trenhohn (1991) whose
textbook will be addressed momentarily, theory was presented as a product. That is, textbook authors
highlighted the basic concepts of a theory without explaining how the theory was actually derived or

constructed. The exception in this case would be Trenhohn (1991). Far more than any of the other textbook
authors combined, Trenholm recognized theory as a process. In her criticism of attribution models, for
example, Trenholm not only discussed what constituted a good attribution theory, she also offered the reader
a 'research abstract' that touched upon what some attribution theorists actually did in order to reach their
conclusions.

Individual/Conversational

Another characteristic of theory presentation included textbook authors' decisions to present theory
not only as the work of solitary individuals or teams, but as an intellectual context that is part of an on-going
conversation that changes and develops over time. In instances when a textbook author presented a theory,
his or her first preference was to link the theory with the individual or individuals responsible for
constructing the theory. For example, Griffin (1997) built each one of his chapters around a single theory
and its author or authors. The other textbooks examined (Infante et al., 1997; Littlejohn, 1996; Stacks et al.,
1991; Trenholm, 1991) also tended to present theory as the work of an individual or team. Thus, when a
theory was discussed, those associated with its research were generally the primary focus of the discussion.
However, theory was also presented to the student as part of an on-going conversation that changes
and develops over time. Examples of development and change within the textbooks of Infante et al. (1997)
and Littlejohn (1996) were found in the new research that they presented immediately following the

description of a theory. Trenhohn (1991) offered the reader "research abstracts" as a way of emphasizing
the on-going conversation. In addition, Trenholm offered an in-depth account of theory transformation in her
preface. Within that excerpt, she discussed the different directions that theory has taken over the past forty
years.

16
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The individual/conversational issue was indicative of another instance in which textbook authors
said one thing and did another. That is, they talked about or presented the conversational and developmental
attributes of new theory, while they themselves presented theory as an individually accomplished, finished
product.

The Nature of the Discipline
Another characteristic common to the communication theory textbooks examined involved providing
students with an overview of communication studies. For example, textbook authors frequently touched
upon such topics as the history of the discipline (Griffin, 1997; Infante et al., 1997; Littlejohn, 1996;
Trenholm, 1991), the difficulty in defining communication (Infante et al., 1997; Littlejohn, 1996; Trenhohn,
1991), the nature of communication (Griffin, 1997; Infante et al., 1997; Littlejohn, 1996; Stacks et al., 1991;
Trenholm, 1991), and the uniqueness and importance of communication (Griffin, 1997; Infante et al., 1997;
Littlejohn, 1996; Trenholm, 1991).

Communication theory textbook authors did not merely present an overview of elements pertinent to
the study of human communication, they also addressed controversial metatheoretical issues which display
the fragmentary nature of the discipline.
Perspectives on Human Communication

The discipline was consistently presented by communication theory textbook authors as being

multiperspectival, or metatheoretically diverse. Although communication theory textbook authors have
different ways of presenting and describing these philosophical concerns, each textbook author did address
the issue.

Griffin (1997) presented metatheory as "scientific" versus "humanistic." According to Griffin, those
working from the scientific perspective accepted objectivity and accep.ted the belief that certain forces shape

human behavior. In addition, scholars who ascribe to the scientific position tended to rely heavily on laws
and experimental research. On the other hand, scholars affiliated with the humanistic perspective gave
credence to subjectivity, the creation of reality, rules, and the use of qualitative research.
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Metatheoretical issues were described by Infante et al. (1997) as perspectives conceived as covering

laws, human action (rules), and systems. As discussed by Infante et al., the covering laws perspective
focused on prediction and generalizability, and was divided into two parts; positivistic and probabilistic. The
human action perspective was described as being rules based and "that the true nature of reality is subjective
experience" (p. 77). They presented the systems perspective as neither supporting nor promoting any
specific way of knowing. Thus, scholars supportive of that perspective tended to use laws or rules, or a
combination of laws and rules.
Stacks et al. (1991) divided metatheoretical issues into the systems, rules, and laws trichotomy as

well. The systems approach (i.e., logical necessity) emphasized the description of the "real" world. Stacks
et al. divided this approach into three perspectives: humanistic, pragmatic, and structural-functional. They
maintained that the goal of the rules approach (i.e., practical necessity) was "to understand why people

communicate as they do" (p. 25). Hence, they believed that theorists employing such an approach were
concerned "with the pragmatic aspects of day-to-day communication" (p. 25). The covering laws
perspective (i.e., nomic necessity) entailed the use of "a set of universal propositions and their stipulated
initial conditions" (p. 32).

Littlejohn (1996) presented metatheoretical issues in a variety of ways. First, he presented three
ways in which knowledge is created which included knowledge by discovery, interpretation, and criticism.

Next, he classified theory into genres (i.e., structural and functional, cognitive and behavioral, interactional
and conventional, interpretive, and critical); for he believed that they "capture some important philosophical
similarities and differences among communication theories. . ." (p. 13). Littlejohn also divided metatheory

into traditional and alternative paradigms and Worldview I and Worldview II. The traditional paradigm or
Worldview I was described as empirical, mechanistic, and value neutral, while the alternative paradigm or
Worldview II was based on constructivism, actionalism, and value consciousness.

Finally, Trenhohn (1991) offered eight metatheoretical perspectives. The first four perspectives,
mechanistic, psychological, interactionist, and pragmatist were adapted from Fisher (1978). The four
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remaining positions, the semiotic perspective, positivistic (laws) approach, interpretive (rules) approach, and
critical approach were added by the textbook author.
Communication theory textbook authors also presented the discipline as being multiparadigmatic in

nature. Three of the textbook authors (Griffin, 1997; Infante et al., 1997, Littlejohn, 1996) cited Thomas
Kuhn and his work about scientific revolutions and universal paradigms. Often these textbook authors
mentioned Kuhn in conjunction with their discussions of theory and/or metatheory. Griffin (1997) alluded to
Kuhn in his overview of the communication discipline in the 20th century, opting to discuss him in

connection with communication scholars' attempts at constructing a paradigm that would be universally
accepted by all members of the discipline.

Both Infante et al. (1997) and Littlejohn (1996) referred to Kuhn in relation to theory development

and change. That is, they discussed how theory could be developed using one set of assumptions, then
changed using a new set, because of a loss of usefulness and/or interest in the purpose of old ones.
Ultimately what occurred was that some supported the original premise, while others supported the new.
Because a majority of communication theory textbook authors presented the communication
discipline as being multiparadigmatic, which is a social constructionist view, one assumed that authors

accepted or believed some version of constructionist thought. An example of constructionism was found in
Trenholm's (1991) belief 'That theorizing is less a process of discovering an underlying concrete truth then

constructing a vision of reality" (p. x). In addition, Littlejohn (1996) maintained that "all theories must be
viewed as constructions" (p. 23). He also contended that "theories represent various ways observers see their
environments, but theories themselves do not reflect reality" (p. 23).
Theory Building
Communication theory textbook authors characteristically presented the concept of theory building

linked to research. This issue was clearly explicated through textbook authors' in-depth presentations of
communication research methodology. Griffin (1997) discussed research in the first chapter of his textbook
within his discussion of metatheoretical perspectives. He spent time briefly summarizing methods of
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prediction and control (e.g., experiments and surveys) and interpretation and understanding (e.g., textual
analysis and ethnography).

Infante et al. (1997) included an appendix dedicated entirely to research methods. Basically an
overview of scientific research, examining such topics as the concepts of research, research design, and
measurement scales, Infante et al. included communication research as an appendix in an effort to stress "the
interdependency of theory and research... " (p. xviii).

Trenhohn (1991) offered the most comprehensive coverage of communication research in an
appendix to her textbook. She included overviews and the steps necessary to complete research using five
different methods (participant observation, case method, analysis of message systems, survey, and
experimental).

Littlejohn (1996) and Stacks et al. (1991) also discussed theory construction and communication
research albeit in a different fashion than the other textbook authors. Littlejohn (1992) promoted theoretical
progress within the discipline through his 'new' theory examples- (e.g., updates and extensions of old theory)
at the end of selected sections. Stacks et al. (1991) did not have a straightforward manner of presenting the
concept of theory building. They opted to discuss the key parts of a theory and the development of a theory;
they then explained its implications at the same time that they presented an 'actual' theory.
Theory building was another area in which communication theory textbook authors were guilty of
saying one thing and doing another. As with the process/product and individual/conversational issues,

textbook authors presented a point in which they did not expect their reader to complete. Thus, they
presented and promoted an issue that they themselves did not wholeheartedly accept.

The Role of Theory in Education
Another characteristic of communication theory textbooks involved the role of communication
theory in the educational process. Specifically, textbook authors seemed to believe that theory could help
transmit cultural knowledge, develop students' intellectual skills, develop students' career skills, and help
reshape the values of society (Sprague, 1990).
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The transmitting of cultural knowledge goal presumed that knowing and understanding key
terminology and other elements of communication theory (i.e., knowing key theories along with the
individual or individuals associated with the theory or theories) would help tum students into well rounded
individuals with liberal educations (Hirsch, 1987).
Trenholm (1991) acknowledged that one of the primary goals of her textbook was "to provide the
student with a survey of major social scientific theories of communication" (p. ix) so that students could

more readily function in society. Griffin (1997), Infante et al. (1997), and Littlejohn (1996) also took as their
aim to provide students with background information that would inevitably lead to an effective education.
The development of intellectual skills involved the ability to "analyze, organize, refute, and defend

ideas...in order to become educated" (Sprague, 1990, p. 24). This included the mastery of both oral and
written skills in communication. Thus, students of communication theory would not only be capable of
displaying comprehension of theory on paper they would be able to 'talk' theory as well.
The most powerful way of achieving that goal, a method used frequently by communication theory

textbook authors, was through the development of critical thought. Two textbook authors (Stacks et al.,
1991;Trenholm, 1991) acknowledged their interest in having students critically examine theory. For
example, Stacks et al. (1991) declared from the onset that the goal of their textbook was to form "a
foundation from which students [could] make critical judgments about the phenomena they study" (p.

Trenhohn also recognized the role of criticism in the communication theory classroom. She maintained that
one of the primary goals of her textbook was "to develop in the student a critical attitude toward theory, to
drive toward the realization that theories are based on underlying assumptions that should not be accepted

uncritically" (p. x).
Textbook authors also seemed to believe that communication theory was a necessary element in

building students' career skills. This of course meant that theory needed to be practiced in order to solve
practical communication problems, issues, etc., that might arise in the work-place. Griffin (1997)
exemplified the 'practical' connection throughout the course of his textbook with the narrative examples he
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used in order to explain a theory. He constantly encouraged students to conjure up personal situations that
would help them understand a theory's practical, everyday use.
In order to illustrate communication theory, sometimes textbook authors turned to popular culture
examples in order to get the details across. For example, Griffin (1997) not only used a number of these
examples in his discussion of metatheory and of specific theories (e.g., A Diet Coke advertisement,

"Children of a Lesser God," "Calvin and Hobbes" comic strips), he also included an appendix which listed

feature films that illustrate communication theory. Griffin assumed that ifstudents could apply what they
already knew about communication to something that they found interesting, then in turn implemented the
rudiments of a particular theory to that interest, their knowledge of communication theory would be

enhanced. He believed that such knowledge could directly lead to the refmement and cultivation of the
educational goals already discussed.

Finally, in terms of reshaping the values of society, Sprague (1990) wanted students to constantly
question the information that they obtained. She wanted them to think about questions such as "What is not

said? Why? Who profits from keeping communication the way it is now?" (p. 25).
As was mentioned in the goal pertaining to development of intellectual skills, both Stacks et al.
(1991) and Trenholm (1991) declared in the prefaces of their textbooks that criticism was a goal of

monumental importance. Thus, they explicitly promoted the goals of critical theory (e.g., criticism and
social change) from the beginning (Bochner, 1985).
Discussion

The results of this study indicate that an ideological structure shapes representations in contemporary
communication theory textbooks. That structure, which was informed by characteristics of the textbooks,
reveals fundamental beliefs about communication phenomena and the communication discipline and

indicates how they influence the way communication theory is represented (i.e., pedagogical content
knowledge). Also informed by the characteristics of the textbooks are indications about who may be the
primary audience of contemporary communication theory textbooks.
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The fmdings show that communication theory textbook authors share an ideological commitment to
(1) diversity, (2) pluralism, (3) construction, and (4) cultivation. These four ideological tendencies reflect
Shuhnan's (1986) definition of pedagogical content knowledge in that they clearly indicate the ways in
which communication theory is represented to students.
Ideological Tendencies

Diversity
Communication theory is consistently presented as a diverse phenomenon. Because only seven out

of the 216 theories contained within the five textbooks examined are common to all five textbooks,
communication theory textbook authors show little agreement on which theories are appropriate for inclusion

in a textbook of communication theory. Thus, textbook authors' beliefs about theory inclusion/exclusion
signifies a partiality to diversity and individuality. That is, just because one author includes any given theory
of communication does not mean that another author must include it in his or her own textbook.
Another example of diversity in communication theory can be found when referring to the
disciplinary affiliations of the theorists responsible for the theories found in four or more of the textbooks.
The fact that the more common communication theories are infrequently constructed by members of the
communication discipline indicates that textbook authors believe that one does not have to be a
communication scholar to construct a communication theory.

The community of scholars which comprise the communication discipline represent a plethora of

diverse interests. Specifically, communication theory textbook authors consistently acknowledge that there
are scholars of communication who are interested in the study of basic communication phenomena (e.g.,
messages, signs, language, etc.), and those who elect to study more specialized areas of communication (e.g.,
interpersonal, organizational, mass, etc.).
Communication theory is also frequently divided into the categories of general and contextual. This
classification indicates that communication theory textbook authors believe that communication theory is

complex and diverse. Authors assume that students need to be presented with the basic elements of
communication phenomenon before being presented with the specifics. Such a belief implies that the key to
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learning and understanding communication theory is that it first be discussed in a simplistic fashion before
moving to particularities. The general/contextual label is also indicative of the enormity of material that is
considered as being communication theory. Because communication encompasses several disciplines,
limitations in the form of categorization are necessary in order to restrict as well as organize theory.

Diversity is also represented when textbook authors present communication theory as both an
individual accomplishment and a progressive act. In thisfinstance, students learn that conducting
communication research is more than a personal achievement, it is also an important element in ones
inclusion and/or status within the intellectual context of the ongoing conversation.
Pluralism

Communication theory textbook authors acknowledge that a course in communication theory not
only includes the presentation and description of particular theories, but also comprises other facets of
communication studies as well. It is within those sections pertaining to the other elements of communication
theory, as well as the sections about particular theories that the ideological tendency of pluralism is cultivated
and supported.

Based on the information found within the five communication theory textbooks used in this study,
pluralism is an established belief in the discipline of communication. First, as discussed earlier, the
discipline consists of scholars with conflicting ideas of what constitutes a theory of communication. Next,
communication studies is consistently represented as a multiperspectival field where metatheoretical issues
are deliberated and debated. That is, communication theory textbook authors consistently present scholars
working from contrasting philosophical assumptions.

The characteristics mentioned above show that communication theory textbook authors view the
discipline as pluralistic, albeit a weak pluralism. In fact, textbook authors occasionally give credence to a
form of pluralism that borders relativism. Pluralism infers that whatever one accepts is important, while
relativism resigns to the belief that if you believe in something then it is true for you. Thus, not only do
textbook authors acknowledge the diversity of the discipline's theoretical and philosophical underpinnings,
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they also recognize that due to differing circumstances, each of the theoretical and philosophical positions
presented tend to be more important to some than to others.
Construction
Communication theory textbook author§ believe that communication theory is in a constant state of

construction. That is, communication theory is continually being designed and redesigned through the
construction of new theory and the extension of old theory.

In addition, textbook authors consistently use the concept of 'construction' as an organizing

metaphor for their textbooks. The end result of that occurrence is that the reader tends to view theory as a
progressive act.
Representations of theory construction can be found in other places as well. For instance, textbook

authors frequently use research examples, theory extensions, questions for discussion, and chapter ending
criticisms to encourage and advance the image of theoretical construction. These activities are seen by
textbook authors as the most useful ways of encouraging students to engage and advance their own

theoretical ideas. Textbook authors also emphasize to students that whether or not they opt to originate their
own theory or extend one already in existence, both are acceptable products of theory construction.
Even though theory construction is consistently presented by communication theory textbook
authors, rarely is actual theory construction ever shown in a textbook. That is, students are seldom exposed

to the 'behind the scenes' activities (e.g., thought processes, data collection, etc.) that theorists tirelessly
perform in order to construct a theory of human communication. The theories that students read about in
communication theory textbooks are finished products, flawless and polished.

Thus, there is a degree of false consciousness, or a 'defect' in the constructional device often used in
communication theory textbooks. For textbook authors present inaccurate and misleading ways of thinking
about theory in general, and the process of theory construction in particular.
Cultivation

Textbook authors also believe that communication theory facilitates learning. Thus, communication

theory plays an important role in the educational process. That is, whether students realize it or not, textbook
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authors presentation of over 200 communication theories is one way to transmit the knowledge of the

discipline (Sprague, 1990). With students becoming familiar with various theories, theorists, and

communication phenomena, they develop skills in "cultural literacy." In other words, they acquire pieces of
information (e.g., knowledge of theories, theorists, etc.) that will allow them to function more readily in
contemporary society (Hirsch, 1987).

Communication theory textbooks tend to enhance students' intellectual skills (Sprague, 1990).
Textbook authors strive for this goal by having their readers think critically about the theories being

presented. They attempt to accomplish this feat through the presentation of questions for discussion and
suggestions for further reading. However, whether or not the discussion questions and reading suggestions
are enough to enhance intellectual skills is a point of uncertainty. Realistically, it appears that students will
need more instructional support than the contents of a textbook can offer in order to master this particular
educational goal.

There is also a belief by communication theory textbook authors that theory can enhance students'
career skills (Sprague, 1990). Each of the communication theory textbooks used in this study contains
theories that help students learn how to interact in any given type of professional situation (e.g., meetings,
interviews, small-group discussions, etc.). What textbook authors do not do however, is offer students
practical examples in which these skills can be refined. This is an instance where more emphasis should be
placed on practicing the theory, with less time being dedicated to theory as a product or the result of formal
research.

Finally, textbook authors advocate the reshaping of societal values (Sprague, 1990), albeit in a weak
fashion. Communication theory textbook authors claim that they support criticism and change, yet they offer
few places for students to refine the skill. Therefore, textbook authors need to present more groundwork
before they expect students to be capable of executing procedures used in a formal critical inquiry.
Communication theory textbook authors present the educational process itself as an activity in which

students make choices based on individual preference and/or need. As a result, students are responsible for
what their educational role will be as well as what direction it will take. This is the case because textbook
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authors offer many theoretical, metatheoretical, disciplinary, and educational alternatives from which
students are active choice-makers and designers.
Interests

Additional analysis beyond the scope of this study is needed to indicate whose interests are being
upheld, refined, and furthered by the manner in which communication theory textbooks are written. On

some levels communication theory textbooks tend to benefit students. The two most 'student' oriented
textbooks of the ones examined are Griffin (1997) and Infante et al. (1997). Griffin's use of popular culture
examples and Infante et al.'s utilization of 'real life' scenarios stand out as pedagogical tools which
obviously aide student comprehension.

Primarily, however, communication theory textbooks serve the interests of academia. That is,
communication theory textbook authors write for people just like themselves; members of the discipline who

also happen to be professors and theorists. Examples of such a trend can actually be found within some of
the ideological tendencies. For instance, a motivation behind textbook authors ideological commitment to
diversity may have been prompted by the profit driven nature of the textbook industry. Meaning that it is
conceivable that textbook authors were 'forced' to present and represent communication theory in a fashion
different from their competition in order to increase sales
The ideological tendency of construction, which is presented within the context of scholarly

research, also indicates that the interests of academia are being served by textbook authors. That is, all of the
theories presented within each of the textbooks are written by academicians. As a result, textbook authors
reinforce the belief that one has to be an academician in order to conduct scholarly research.
Limitations of the Study

Admittedly, this inquiry does have its share of limitations. First, the number of artifacts used in this
study was limited; for there are more communication theory textbooks available than what was used.
However, the textbooks utilized in this study were and are still considered to be among the best by instructors
who have taught the course.
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Second, because some textbooks have more than one author, the use of 'author' in this study was a
device rather than a person. Also in terms of textbook authors and limitations, because this study did not
interview the people who wrote the textbooks, one could only make inferences as to what was meant about
any given area found within the texts.

Third, it is impossible to determine how these textbooks are being used in an actual classroom setting

because course syllabi were not included as an artifact for analysis in this study. Thus, it is hard to maintain
how the content of a communication theory textbook is being presented and utilized.
Fourth, this study did not consider the influences of the competitive, market/profit driven approaches
of the textbook industry.
Future Research

Some of the limitations of this study might lead to other inquiries which could improve the

pedagogical content knowledge of the communication discipline. For instance, one might choose to trace
communication theory textbooks historically to see if the tendencies found in this study are ofa similar
range. In this process, not only would the scope of this study be tested, but the number of artifacts would
increase significantly as well. Furthermore, one could also use this study as a prototype for exposing
ideological structures shaping other types of communication textbooks.
Another study might take into consideration course syllabi in an effort to see how, as well as which

communication theory teAbooks are being used in the classroom. However, an ethnographic inquiry might
be the only conceivable way to know how the content included in a communication theory textbook is being
presented, applied, Wilfred, and practiced by both student and teacher.

Finally, one might also conduct a study which considers the market/profit driven nature of the

textbook industry. Such a study could offer insight into the reasoning behind why certain topics and issues
are included and excluded, how they are presented, and where they are presented.
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Footnotes

'The textbooks analyzed for this inquiry included Griffm's (1997) A first look at communication
theory (31d ed); Infante, Rancer, and Womack's Building communication theoryBuilding communication

theory (3'd ed.); Littlejohn's (1996) Theories of human communication (5th ed.); Stacks, Hickson, and Hill's

(1991) Introduction to communication theory; and Trenholm's (1991) Human communication theory (rd
ed.).

2In some instances a textbook author would mention a theory in passing, or dedicate two or three

sentences to a theory. When this event occurred the theory was not charted as existing in the textbook. In
addition, because all textbook authors did not refer to the theories by the same name, some theories were
named through chapter headings.
3James Anderson (1996) counted 249 "communication theories," including 195 single-entry

selections in his analysis of seven communication theory textbooks in the fmal chapter of his book,
Communication theory: Epistemological foundations.
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FIGURE 2 THEORIES FOUND IN FOUR COMMUNICATION THEORY TEXTBOOKS
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FIGURE 3 THEORIES FOUND IN THREE COMMUNICATION THEORY TEXTBOOKS
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FIGURE 4 THEORIES FOUND IN IWO COMMUNICATION THEORY TEXTBOOKS
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FIGURE 5

THEORIES FOUND IN ONE COMMUNICATION THEORY TEXTBOOK
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Argumentative Skill Deficiency Model of Intrafamily Violence
Relational/Perceived Control in Health Care
Compliance within Health Care Contexts
Organizational Health Communication
Health Communication Competencies
Symbolic Convergence Theory (Political Communication)
The Effects Model and Vother Persuasion Paradigm
Agenda-Setting Theory in Political Communication
Political Communication (Constructivist View)
Systems Model of Relational Interaction
Theory of Interpersonal Motives
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griffin

Infante et al,.

Nature of Groups

Value Differences
Ethnocentfism
Parasocial Interaction (Mass Media)

The Rhetorical Theory of Michel Foucault
Network and Convergence Theory

Langer's Theory of Symbols
Semiotics of Eco
Propositional Approach to Coherence
Sequencing Approach to Coherence
Pragmatic Approach to Coherence

Action-Assembly Theory
Relevance Theory
Politeness

Social Construction of Reality
Social Construction of Self
Social Construction of Emotion
Account Theory
Shimanoffs Rule-Governing Approach
Theory of Elaborated and Restricted Codes
Classical Phenomenology
Social Phenomenology
Hermeneutics

Textual Interpretation
Interpretive Media Studies

Patriarchal Universe of Discourse
Relational Perception
Relational Dissolution

Self-Disclosure (Jourard)
Dialectical Theory of Friendships
Game Theory
Interaction Process Analysis
Structuration Theory
Foundational Theory of Networks

Semiotic Theories of the Meda
McQuairs Marxist Meda Theory
Dependency Theory
Media and Audience Theory
Information-Integration Theory
Social Learning Theory

Conversational Argument
Cognitive Argument
The Input-Process-Output Model of General Organizing

Action Theory
Adaption Theory
Equilibrium Theory
Patterson's Functional Approach to Nonverbal

Role Theory (Pragmatist View)
Role Theory (Transactional View)
Developmental Approaches to Personality

Shutts Personality Types
Gibb's Communication Climates
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gran
Rogees Self Theory Approach
Balance Theory
Symmetry Theory

Alinskys Ethics
The Critical Theorists Dialectics
Freudian Discursive Intervention

The Biosocial Approach
Hierarchy of Needs
Person Perception

Correspondence Inference Theory
Communicatory Acceptability (Covariation Model)
Impression Formation (Asch Model)
Social Schema
Prototype Person Schema Model

Communicative Partners
Role-Identity Model
Negotiation Model

Functional Theory of Dance and Larson
Reardon's Approach to Persuasion
Developmental Tasks
The Life Span Approach

Model of Interpersonal Attraction
Personal Construct Theory
Affinity-Seeking Model
Bern's Self-Perception Theory
Model of Confirmation
Relational Intracacies

Woods 12-State Model of Inteipersonal Relations
Social Comparison Theory
Interpersonal Need Theory

Model of Group Socialization
Trait Approach to Leadership
Decision Emergence

TOTAL NUMBER OF THEORIES: 135
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FIGURE 6

DISCIPUNARY AFFILIATION OF THEORISTS FOUND IN FIVE AND FOUR TEXTBOOKS

THEORY NAME

THEORISTIS1

DISCIPLINARY AFFILIATION

Peaice, Cronen, Harris

Communication

Delia

Communication

Uncertainty Reduction Theory

Berger

Communication

Social Judgment Theory

Sherif

Psychology

Dramatism

Burke

ND

Festinger

Psychology

Coordinated Management of Meaning
Constructivism

CognitWe Dissonance
Kinesics

Ekman and Friesen

Psychology

Interaction Analysis

Fisher

Communication

Information Theory

Shannon and Weaver

Engineering

Symbolic Interactionism
Palo Alto Group (Interactional View)
Elaboration Likelihood Model

The Rhetorical Theory of Aristotle
Anxiety-Uncertainty Management Theory

Theory of Linguistic Relativity

Mead

Sociology

Watzlawick, Beavin, Jackson

Psychology

Petty and Cacioppo

Psychology

Aristotle

ND

Gudykunst

Communication

Sapir and Whorf

Anthropology/Unguistics

Nonverbal Expectancy Violations Model

Burgoon

Communication

Symbolic Convergence Theory

Bormann

Communication

Hirokawa and Gouran

Communication

Functional Theory of Group Decision Quality

ND=Not Determined
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